Gothenburg epilepsy team part of EU Network ’EpiCARE’

The Gothenburg epilepsy team is part of the EU network EpiCARE. EpiCARE has been recognised as a European Reference Network (ERN) on rare and complex epilepsies.

Coordinator of the network is Prof. Helen Cross, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children (GOSH) London. Prof. Cross is also Honorary Doctor at the Sahlgrenska Academy. At the Sahlgrenska University Hospital, which has the only Swedish Centre in EpiCARE, Professor Kristina Malmgren is liable together with Professor Bertil Rydenhag and Docent Tove Hallböök.

Further reading: EPICARE – A ERN FOR EPILEPSY

Photo: Professor Helen Cross (center) visiting Gothenburg, here with Professor Kristina Malmgren (left) and Professor Bertil Rydenhag (right)

Equal treatment

Read article in “Akademiliv” about equal treatment at the Institute of Neuroscience and Physiology: Targeted efforts against discrimination and harassment >>>

The local liaison officer for matters relating to discrimination and harassment is Tove Lagerberg.

Reference group at the institute (in Swedish) >>>
The new personal reporting system "Primula"

As of the 6th of March, you shall report all your personal cases, which you previously reported in the personal reporting system, in the new system Primula.

Where to find Primula?

You will find Primula on the same web page as the previous personal reporting system. Log in with your x-account in the Staff Portal and click on “Tools” in the menu at the top of the page, or click on your name at the upper right corner and go to “Profiles and Settings”. It is also possible to go directly to Primula’s web page (you need to log in with your x-account)

Quick Guide and FAQ

Primula for employees (Staff portal) >>>
On this page you will find a quick guide for Primula and frequently asked questions and answers for employees.

Support Statens servicecenter

Support regarding salaries, pay slips and Primula will be provided by Statens Servicecenter. On the Staff Portal you can read more about support given by Statens servicecenter >>>

Migration of e-mail accounts

In the autumn 2016, NEURO-IT started preparing for migration of the neuro-mail to the GU servers. Due to some technical problems the final move of our neuro-mail server had to be postponed.

During March additional tests are being carried out and after that a time schedule for the move will be set. Further information about the migration will be sent out at the beginning of April.

Henrik Zetterberg received a Norwegian research grant of NOK ten million >>>
Seminars and lectures

7 April | SYMPOSIUM
Wallin-symposium >>> (Updated with programme)

7 April | Information meeting
Meeting: Information on projects and future functionalities and services – April 7, 2017 (in Swedish) >>>

2-6 May | INTERNATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Reactive gliosis - from mechanobiology and signal transduction to molecular targets and disease pathogenesis >>>

10 May | Guest lecture
Markus Heilig: "Epigenetic reprogramming of the alcohol addicted brain"

Call for proposals within Linnaeus-Palme Partnership

Linnaeus-Palme Partnerships supports collaboration between Swedish universities and Universities in low- and middle income countries. The programme, financed by Sida, supports reciprocal teacher and student exchanges between the cooperating institutions on bachelor and/or master level (not PhD-level).

Internal information and process - the Staff portal >>>

Complete information and link to the application system is available at HRs web pages >>>

Defence of doctoral theses

6 April 2017, 09:00
David Révész - The neuromodulatory effect, safety and effectiveness of vagus nerve stimulation >>>

7 April 2017, 09:00
Ghazaleh Samoudi Asli - Stochastic Vestibular Stimulation in Dopamine Related Disorders >>>

28 April 2017, 09:00
Josefine Persson - Spouses long-term support to midlife stroke survivors - Consequences in a health economic perspective >>>